Vestflow
Bird Dispersal
Low and easy maintenance and installation, any technician with basic
network knowledge can do the installation.
All our units is specially treated for to avoid galvanic corrosion on
housing and elctrical connections, internal moisture issues is also
taken care of.
www.vestflow.no

Laser Range
Birdlaser Portable is a 1000 mW laser with 2500
meter range and is very usefull for bird dispersal
in small and big areas. It is very useful for farmers
with goose, crow,heron, cormorant,starling and
eider duck problems.

Birdlaser Standard is a 800 and 1000 mW laser
ment for agriculture,indoor, building compexes
and general industry and is also very effective for
repelling Eider ducks from mussle farms.
Weight 10 kg.

Made in stainless steel 316L, the Birdlaser Marine
SS has long range and can withstand harsh
environments. The PTZ is of high quality made in
Italy, this will also be ATEX certified..
Weight 28 kg.

Birdlaser LRAD (Long Range Audio Device) have
a speaker mounted. The speaker range is 73dB @
1000 meter, this will keep even stubborn
seagulls away. Pan and tilt speed can be
adjusted for optimal conditions and laser can be
switched on and off from user interface.
Weight 45 kg.

All Lasers can be supplied with WiFi so only a power cable is needed.

Birdlaser Gyro and Gyro LRAD

Coming

All units is supplied with WiFi
router.
This gives 3 options :
1. WiFi connection
2. Cabled connection
3. Wired directly from network

The Ultimate Tool
Our ultimate tool for bird dispersal is our drone
solution with 130 dB speaker. This solution can
be fully automatic with our WiPort drone
garage or manually operated with single
controller. The drone is also fitted with a
camera. Speaker fits into the drone quick
connection and can be controlled during flight
and also be switched on and of in a planned
flight.
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Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence is now available without investing in expensive programming and development. Our
solution is a cloud solution where cameras and AI boxes can be managed from. a base with apps for
different type of detection like fish behaviour, pens out of position, bird detection, people in water, vessels
inside forbidden bondary and also users can create their own apps and update existing models. All AI
models on the cloud Platform can be updated from customer locations and cameras can be updated from
the cloud platform with updates from global users.
All registered global cameras in the cloud platform can be updated from one single location, for locations
without internet connection it is easy to unplug the AI box and update it at a location with internet
connection.
The cloud platform have also a wide library of apps that can be downloaded and tested, a trial period will
be granted for testing. This can be done from the cloud platform or directly from camera.
For special apps we have a worldwide network of programmers that can be of assistance, many of these
also have a database that makes the process quicker and to a lower cost. Our team knows at any time who
have the best knowledge in the actual field.

Term:
Cloud Platform: The OS that all apps and cloud is based on
Apps:
Software that is installed on cameras
AI Modules:
Artificial Intelligence created from uploaded images

One AI Box can handle one
camera but are able to
contain several AI models for
different types of detection.
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